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Capital Improvement Committee Meeting Minutes

9:00 AM -10:30 AM
2 Laura Avenue, Bldg. G

Savannah, GA 31404

Safety Briefing

Officer Ware provided the audience with a public safety briefing in the event of an emergency or an unexpected crisis within the facility. He 

identified all exit doors, fire extinguishers, and AED’s. 

Welcome/Introduction

February 21,2019 the meeting of the Capital Improvement Committee was chaired by Mr. Kachmar and was called to order at 9:04 a.m. Mr. 

Kachmar welcomed the committee and other attendees.

Approval of the November 15, 2018, Minutes: Mrs. Jones moved; Mrs. Hines seconded. The motion carried.

Approval of the February 2019, Agenda: Mrs. Hines moved; Mrs. Jones seconded. The motion carried. 

ESPLOST Revenues & Budgets-Larry Jackson

Mr. Roriex: Reported on ESPLOST Tax Revenue Collections . “September 2018 Revenue Collections for ESPLSOT III. We collected 

$6,239,352.39 for ESPLOST. The local tax we received $185,245.86 for a grand total of $6,424,598.25. The interest that was collected for 

September was $159,494.89. Also, with the ESPLOST collection for twenty-one out of the sixty months we are at our year to date of 

$132,629,077.07. If you look at the chart the yellow represents the 2018 Collections. You can see that it’s above the gray, which is the 2017 

Collections. We are still trending upward.”

“Mr. Bill Huttinga gave me an analysis the other day through email. He had a pretty interesting analysis, which was from January through 

September 2017 we collected $54,886,872.42 between that period of time. Then for the period of January through September 2018 we are 

now at $60,573,961.65, which at this time we are above $5,687,089.23 more than last year’s collections. I do apologize because we did say 

that we were going to give you some new slides but me and Mr. Jackson didn’t get together on that. But we got together yesterday, and we 

will be doing that next month.”

Thursday, February 21, 2019
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Mr. Jackson: “I did send out a preview to you I think maybe a few weeks ago. I know I wanted to get with the Chairman 

first to review them, so we still need to set up that meeting. I held off because we are currently doing some clean-up on 

the revenues, especially on E-1. Also, on the expenditures side we are closing out some projects. We have been closing 

out projects the last three weeks to free up some money to put in unallocated to move to a new project that we needed to 

take care of in E-1. Mr. Arnold Jackson will talk about that a little bit later but most of you I think are familiar with that.

As far as E-1 we are almost to the point where we can close out E-1. We have to take care of this last new project that 

came up. Once we do that then I think we will be at a point where we can close out E-1.”

“We are also doing some clean-up on E-2 as far as expenditures and moving money around. Putting some money into 

unallocated, so we can see how much money we have left there to use for additional projects.”

Mr. Kachmar: “We don’t have a meeting in December and then we need to get together on the updated charts. So, 

hopefully by the new year we’ll have updated charts and information moving forward. One thing, on these charts page 

23 that shows the Revenues. In the top right we used to put what’s our budget, what’s our track, where our collections 

are to date, and are we over or under. So, I think we should put that back in there. It’s a quick snap shot that shows kind 

of where we are. So, let’s add that to the ‘let’s discuss’ list.”

Mr. Jackson: “Yes, that’s one of the items that may be in the new charts. That’s why I wanted to talk to you. We wanted 

you, myself, and Mrs. Miller-Kaigler to sit down and look at it and see, which is the best way to present that, so it’s easy 

to read.”

Mr. Kachmar: “I’ve gotcha. Okay. We’ll get that meeting scheduled before January then. Thank you. Any questions on 

E1, E2, or E3 Revenues or Budget? Alright. Thank you. Let’s move on to Operations. Good morning Mrs. Miller-

Kaigler.”

Operations

Mrs. Miller-Kaigler: “Good morning. We are going to take you through our projects. Where we are and what our status 

is on some of our projects. If you all have not had a chance to drive down White Bluff. We were all there when we were 

going to shovel with the dirt and there is nothing. That demolition is complete. It is leveled. So, we are very excited 

about that. You will hear some more details from the actual project managers and the team. That is one of those projects 

that we are going to hard bid. I’ll tell you what that timeline is and how we were able to break the demolition out just as 

we said we would do on some of our projects. That went extremely well for us in terms of efficiencies as well some cost 

savings. So, you’ll see more detail coming from the project managers associated with that. We had some discussion 

about State Entitlements.” 
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“I want to make sure you have a clear understanding of how that works as it relates to capital outlay, where our enrollment is,

and how that impacts us. So, we are going to have a little bit of a discussion about that to make sure that you have a clear 

understanding. We want to make sure you understand how that impacts us and what we are proposing to do there. Also, 

some of the options; if it may not be in the category of new schools and renovation schools, we do have some other 

areas. You’ll be able to see exactly what is ‘in the bank’ as staff referred to it and how we want to be able to capitalize on those 

dollars as a part of ESPLOST. So, we’ll have that discussion. We will talk a little bit about our schedule and where we 

are with each project. We are moving forward with design professionals. We have a community meeting scheduled tonight 

for Jenkins High School. We had additional renderings and elevations. We had a survey that was released to Students, Staff, 

and to the Community as well, so we are looking for feedback on that particular project tonight, so we can move forward with 

that.”

Mrs. Hall: “Some of us will not be able to be there because we have an engagement at Savannah High. Can you just give us kind of 

an overall idea of what the presentation on your end is going to be tonight? What it’s going to cover.”

Mrs. Miller-Kaigler: “What we promised the citizens and working with Dr. Hoskins-Brown is that we will bring back additional 

elevations and additional schematics for review. We’ve had several iteration of designs. Certainly, with that being our high 

school for E3, overwhelmingly the response was they wanted the school to face DeRenne. There were other designs and there 

were other recommendations for consideration for my design professional. But student, staff, and the community wanted that 

school to face Jenkins High School. Not having the opportunity to swing a high school certainly was a challenge but I don’t think 

there is a challenge we can’t overcome. We are professionals.”

“So, we are going to phase that particular project and we will have monitors on the site as well. So, specifically what we will be 

working through this evening is reviewing the designs. Our design professional; I think there are three new ones that we have. We 

have already transmitted those out electronically to those community members who have attended in the past. We have email 

addresses. So, we’ll be getting that necessary feedback. We are going through the program in phase with each of the specific areas 

with academics with safety, technology, and with the school itself. We are looking at the actual rendering. What do you want the 

school to look like? Remember, we build schools every fifty years, so we have to be satisfied with that design and we need that

input, so this will be that final opportunity to get that input because we need to get the design professional off center. We need to 

start working on it and we need to start working on our final costs with the CMR. We do have a CMR under contract. So, that’s the 

purpose for the meeting tonight. It’s to get that final feedback and get ready to tell the design professional, ‘This is your final’ and 

be able to work a little closer with that CMR on that project.”

Mrs. Hall: “Are we able to get an email of that information too?”

Mrs. Miller-Kaigler: “Certainly. We can get it to you.”

Mrs. Hines: “Mrs. Miller-Kaigler, these schematic drawings are online right? I saw them Sunday night. Very good picture.”
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Mr. Hetager: “If I could just add that we did include the designs in the survey mechanism that we put out. 

That’s been emailed too, so I’ll make sure that that was shared with the Board. We did extensively share that in a 

press release and we also pushed it down effectively to the feeder schools who will be feeding into Jenkins as well. 

So that the students who are the ones who will soon be roaming those hallways will have some input on the design 

right now. So, the three versions that were discussed were embedded in the survey and folks can continue to 

provide that feedback and we will continue to share that.”

Mrs. Hall: “Thank you.”

Mrs. Miller-Kaigler: “We recognize that it conflicts. I believe the meeting at Savannah High is at 6:00 P.M. We 

will be over at Savannah High and then we will be moving over to Jenkins High School for that community.”

Mrs. Hall: “What time. Jenkins is not until later?”

Mrs. Miller-Kaigler: “Six-thirty. So, when you are done at Savannah High you can join us over at Jenkins. That’s 

what most of us will be doing.”

Mr. Kachmar: “You need to be in both places at the same time.”

Mrs. Miller-Kaigler: “You weren’t supposed to tell them that I could do that. They will learn that tonight. Any 

other questions before I allow staff to start providing their updates?”

Facilities Management/ Capital Projects 

Mr. Boazman: “Good morning. Here is the master schedule. There have been no significant changes in the 

milestones. We are meeting all of the milestones on the master schedule. We went back and took a look at the 

stadium for Islands and we believe we can meet the deadline of having it in by the end of the year. The end 

of  December 2019, so we will be ready for soccer. So, we are in negotiations with turf vendors for all of our 

stadiums.  It will be about a three-month timeframe to install artificial turf. So, with that new information we were 

able to make the deadline of December.”

Mr. Kachmar: “My concern there is watching the project at Ross they ran into a lot of soil issues. So, I don’t know 

what’s over there.  So, I just wanted to make sure we had time built- in.”
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Mr. . Boazman: “We are going to do an early release site package. We will have that information pretty quickly. So, 

the next thing I wanted to discuss that Mrs. Miller-Kaigler talked about is our Entitlement. Our Entitlement is based 

upon enrollment. So, on this particular slide here it’s showing you that we have zero Entitlement dollars that will 

come for our state dollars. So, if we build any new schools basically, we will not be getting any state dollars outside of 

what we are building for Jenkins. So, that is what this slide is showing you here. Same way for middle schools. 

Again, we have zero entitlement dollars for middle schools as well as it relates to the state. Then finally for 

elementary schools. We have three instructive units and we are going to use those for the K-8 New 

Hampstead. We put that application in last year.”

Mrs. Hines: “I have a question. Is there a reason why we aren’t receiving entitlements from the schools that you 

previously named?”

Mr. Boazman: “The entitlement dollars is based upon your enrollment. So, for the last two cycles our enrollment has 

actually gone down. There are two factors that go into those entitlement dollars. When we build our school, we do a 

twenty-five percent grossing factor. So, we are building our schools with more classrooms for future growth. So, for 

the last three or four years we have used a lot of our entitlement dollars in our new schools. So, this is a result of that. 

What we want to talk about is that there are still dollars available. This slide here shows you that we had $67,000,000 

in the bank. We can’t use it for new schools but we can use them for other things and that’s what we want to talk 

about.”

Mr. Kachmar: “Just so I’m clear. Entitlement funds are based on enrollment; not building age, condition, or a 

combination of both?”

Mr. Boazman: “That is correct. The entitlement dollars are as a result of your enrollment, your FTE. So, we have done 

a great job in doing it. We have collected over $52 million in entitlement dollars, but we are now at the point where we 

would have to shift our focus to renovation and modernization of some of our other schools. We have $67 million that 

is eligible to us that we can now go after, but we will have to make sure that those schools have the need. We talked 

about that need last month in our facility condition assessment. We have the data, so what we are proposing now in all 

of these schools that you see on the list is actually schools that is in our program. We just need to make sure that we 

commit the dollars to it.”

Mr. Kachmar: “I’m not being critical of us. We got really good after E1 with maximizing our entitlement funds. I’m 

just more…need it to be a coloration between money for capital projects and the condition of the building, as opposed 

to how many kids are in it. I guess that’s a state issue we could take up at that level. So, I think we’ve done a good job 

and you all will have done a good job of maximizing this and using it smartly. I was just thinking about the budget for 

the next two or three years, that cycle, and what we might need to communicate to the state.”
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Mr. Boazman: “That’s what we have. This communication is because basically we see that we are not 

getting any more new dollars for new schools, so what else can we do. So, we are proposing to take 

advantage of some of these sixty-seven million dollars. These are the projects that are currently in our 

program that we all like to have commitment to. Basically, we’ve got to commit forty-nine million to get 

that $5 million. It is five million dollars that is true dollars that we can go after.”

Mrs. Miller-Kaigler: “If you pay attention to number one. Go back to the entitlement sheet where it says, 

‘Cost of eligible construction needs’ from the local facilities plan; that sixty-seven million dollars. While 

the dollars are based on instruction, enrollment, and those projections over five years, remember with that 

local facility plan it’s a top down assessment of our buildings. We have to have an architect to certify 

what those needs are in those buildings. So, that is that number that we have come up with that the state 

said we are currently eligible for. It is that sixty-seven million dollars. We could even as we have in the 

past as we did apply for new construction, renovations, and now there is a new category that’s just been 

introduced; modernization. So, there may be some other opportunities that we can capitalize on as a part 

of the GASFA Conference that was here a couple of weeks ago. I had the opportunity to meet with our 

state reps when they introduced that new category, which is titled ‘modernization.’ So, as we get 

additional information on how we could possibly apply. Right now, we are planning to apply for these 

categories here for updating some of our renovations and equipment as well. So, it does continue to 

change, and we continue to work with our representatives and make sure to keep you informed as well.”

Mr. Kachmar: “If we can’t fit something under ‘renovation or modernization’ shame on us.”

Mrs. Hall: “I wanted to ask Mr. Hetager about our enrollment. Do we do any recruitment, or do we just 

depend on ‘let’s see who shows up’ in our specialty programs. Or, do we have a defined recruitment 

element because we are saying we have less enrollment and I’m just wondering why.”

Mr. Hetager: “One of things we have to be careful with is using public funds to market and recruit is not  

allowable. We can certainly use our funds to share information about the school district and we do that 

often and continually. Now the method that we do that is certainly in a way that is wrapped in sharing the 

great news about our school district on increasing graduation rate, special programs that we have, and all 

of the things that we offer to prepare students to be successful when they leave Savannah-Chatham Public 

Schools. That and of itself has a great benefit for folks to draw interest to come into our schools. Many of 

the things that we do as well in the realm of community engagement, and I will throw kudos now to one 

of our key elements that we do every year in the student success expo at the Savannah Mall, where we 

showcase all of our choice program pathways and all of our schools. Parents are getting an opportunity to 

be engaged with us and learn about the innovative things that we are doing. So, we do to an extent have a 

plan for that but as far as to answer your question directly ‘Are we doing a recruitment campaign?’ No.”
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Mrs. Hall: “Well, to me just the program now that we are having our eighth graders visit high schools. I think that’s a 

wonderful non-publicity effort. But what I guess I’m wondering are there just less students, so our enrollment is down. The 

less students available or are we losing them to Country Day and private. That’s kind of what I was wondering, or are there 

just less students right now?”

Mr. Hetager: “We can certainly look closer at trends. You get that through the budgeting every year when we look at the next 

year’s budgeting based on our projections. I think you have seen that over the years there has just been a decline there. Mr.

Jackson can speak more to that. We also have to report by requirements with the state. We do have to report enrollments that 

are in Chatham County that go to private schools. I haven’t really seen an extensive increase or a burst of enrollment on that 

side.”

Mrs. Hall: “Okay, thank you.”

Mr. Kachmar: “Ms. Jones.”

Ms. Jones: “In the past the reason that we had a great influx of the kids from the private schools was because of the economy. 

So, now that the economy is doing better, I would imagine that a lot of those parents would send their kids back to the private

schools. So, the economy plays a major role in that in my opinion.”

Mrs. Wade: “Ideally we would like everyone to choose public schools regardless of their financial abilities. So, it does reflect 

somewhat on the product we are delivering; if we are seeing children leave our school system for private schools. I think it’s 

both. I think if we look at birthrates you will see a decline after the recession. Those kids are hitting our kindergarten, first, 

second, and third. But I think if you were to look at enrollment year to year you would see…Like if you looked at how many 

fifth graders progressed to sixth grade, I do think you would see a decline in some of those levels where people are choosing

to leave the public-school system. Particularly when it is time to change schools.”

Mrs. Wade: “We need to focus on keeping those kids in because the public-school system works best when our own 

participate.”

Mrs. Hall: “So again, Dr. Levett, I think the idea of eighth graders getting to see all of our offerings is very important 

as their families are making a decision whether to stay with us or go to a private.”

Mr. Kachmar: “On a whole we have to hold a mirror up to ourselves to all of the attention the Board has gotten over the 

last couple of years hasn’t helped either. So, we are hitting the reset button and moving forward.”

Mrs. Hall: “Narrative or not.”
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Mr. Kachmar: “Narrative or not but whatever was in the media is in the media. So, there is a collective effort to deliver the

best product possible in the most efficient and transparent administration; we are going to try to continue to try to do that. So, 

let’s move forward with our agenda.”

Mrs. Miller-Kaigler: “Thank you.”

Mr. Boazman: “So, our application for 2020 will be these schools at about $5.2 million. For our DOE friendly status, we are 

at about ninety-seven percent collection and we have a little over three million dollars that are going to be coming back into 

us within the next six months, communities. The only one that we have scheduled is the Woodville Tompkins and what we 

are waiting for is the conceptual design of that particular building. Once we get that we will call a community meeting with 

the Woodville Tompkins community. Some of our upcoming activities. We talked about the demolition on White Bluff. We 

think that is a success because basically we did most of that inhouse. Also, on Jenkins we talked about it as well. We are in

the final phases of the conceptual design event. Then we want to talk a little bit about…myself and Mrs. Miller-Kaigler met 

with some of our city officials in terms of our inspections and how we are going to work forward and put together a plan for 

our building program. We are building about half a billion dollars’ worth of construction projects and they are doing similar

as well. So, one of our concerns is the trades that we are going to have on these particular projects may impact us. So, we 

decided that we would get together and collaborate and share our schedules. So, we will make sure that we have the trades 

that we need when these projects go out for bid.”

Mrs. Miller-Kaigler: “We had the discussion that was brought forward at the last meeting about timing for permits and 

inspections. I offered that there was already a meeting scheduled with the city. We’ve agreed that we will meet on a quarterly 

basis now and bring forth all of our team. We will bring all of our teams in and have them collaborate together. They will 

know what our needs are in advance, so we can help to expedite that process. They were very accommodating and open to 

working with us on this project. So, we are in the process with scheduling a similar meeting with Chatham County as well.”

Parsons

Mr. Lundy: “Good morning. I will be providing updates on two projects that I am working on. White Bluff Elementary 

School and Beach High School Auditorium. White Bluff Elementary School. As most of you are aware, we had the 

groundbreaking ceremony a couple of weeks ago. As of today, like Mrs. Miller-Kaigler said there is no buildings out 

there anymore. Above ground demolition is complete and we are in the process of bidding out the contract for the new 

school. That was released last Sunday, and we will be having the pre-bid meeting later this month and taking bids on 

December 11, 2018. So, next year we will be starting with the new construction of the school. Beach High School 

Auditorium. We are currently in design development. That has been submitted to the owner. We actually have some 
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some meetings this afternoon with various departments to go over the design development for that project. We will continue 

designing that through the end of the year into early next year when we will prepare that project for bidding. There is a snapshot of 

the project schedule. If there aren’t any questions, I will hand it over to Ross.

Mr. Carney: “Good morning. Islands High School. The stadium out there. We actually met with the artificial turf company yesterday. 

We are looking at doing a state contract for the turf and we will bid out the construction of the stadium. We’ve kind of gone through 

and we are picking it apart, getting speak together to make sure we are getting the best of the best, and things are looking good. We 

plan to have this in in December. A fully designed plan. Hopefully we will begin to advertise that late December, early January. Open 

the bids and get this thing awarded in February.”

Mr. Kachmar: “Mrs. Hall.”

Mrs. Hall: “I see Ms. Myers is here. She called me the other day about whether or not artificial turf is safe for our children. I’m not an 

expert on it at all. What I suggested was that I believe Chatham County’s new stadium is in fact that turf and that there had been some 

extensive research done before they decided. Can you just inform a little bit about the reason why artificial turf is good for us?”

Mr. Carney: “I am by no means an expert whatsoever. I think I know enough to be a little dangerous. They have come out with 

incredible amounts of technology. These are not the same turfs that you remember. I had this conversation with Arnold Jackson as we 

walked in here. The artificial technology has changed so much in the last ten years with cooling and all the research has been done 

with concussions. I think I had a conversation with Shawn and that guy knows more then anybody I think I’ve met about artificial

turf.”

Mrs. Hall: “Oh, how delightful.”

Mr. Kachmar: “Dr. Levett and I have visited several vendors at NSBA, along with Mrs. Miller-Kaigler, and we’ve had lots of 

conversations about it. So, big picture. The safety aspects have come a long way and not only is it if you do it right is it generally 

safe. Whatever that means to everybody but there are very specific guidelines about concussions, about twisting, about landing, 

bounce, and all that stuff. They are on top of the statistics and the metrics that we need to have. From a maintenance standpoint 

especially in hot weather it’s not even comparable. So, there are lots of benefits. Regular grass can be dangerous too if it’s not 

maintained well, if it’s not drained well, or if the substrate isn’t correct. So, if we do it right it’s between the accepted norms if that 

makes sense.”
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Mr. Carney: “I think that study, after study, after study is proving all of this but what is real life conditions saying. We’ve gone out and 

we’ve met with these guys. The A.D. at Calvary we’ve had discussions with him. Chris with the city who has a couple of these fields. 

The guys over at Memorial with the county. What we are seeing especially talking with Chad, the A.D. over there at Calvary, who has 

the field that we are looking at installing. It’s state of the art and he’ll tell you, ‘This thing is amazing, and we’ve had no injuries at all.’ 

It could obviously be a luck of the draw, but we are seeing that over and over talking to all these guys.”

Mr. Kachmar: “The key issue just so every knows. I’ve had lots of discussions with the Superintendent, Mr. Boazman, Mrs. Miller-

Kaigler, and everybody. Everybody is in agreement. Not just for artificial turf but for our fields going forward. Safety is priority one. 

So, we value engineer projects appropriately, but we are value engineering out safety. We are making that priority one. If it’s a little bit 

more, it’s worth the effort and expense because safety is first. That’s been the driving priority moving forward for all of our athletic 

facilities.”

Mrs. Hines: “If the flooring we are going to use on the fields here. How does it differ from the one that the stadium just put down the 

other day and they invited us out to look at it? The Memorial Stadium yes. Anybody who can answer the question.”

Mr. Carney: “Memorial Stadium is the split film type of material, so it’s very similar. What we are getting is better. I might say that I think it 

is. What we are looking at is great.”

Mr. Kachmar: “I wouldn’t get into comparing better or worse and comparing other facilities.  It’s like anything else. Do we get Home Depot 

paint or Lowes paint?  It’s still decent paint. There are lots of manufacturers out there that make great products. It’s how you put it in in 

conjunction with the substrate and all of that. I was on the field at Memorial this weekend and it’s a great field. I’ve been on the Calvary 

field and it’s a great field. I’ve been on the City’s old fields. Optimist. Those are great fields too. So, technology changes. It’s a combination 

of all the materials. How it’s put in together and how it’s maintained, but all of them from my understanding meet state of the art safety 

requirements and guidelines.”

“So, what we are doing is we are picking among different vendors who offer comparable products, we are using state contracts, and     

we are going to put in multiple fields. So, what we are doing here is a template for what we are doing at Savannah High, Groves, 

and maybe other District facilities down the road. So, asking how they are different is like asking how this pen is different than that pen. 

They are both good pens but it’s just different products. The key is whether you put them in correctly, maintain them correctly, and you 

design them correctly.”

Mrs. Hines: “Did I see some samples this morning? I thought I did.”

Mr. Carney: “Yeah, I actually have some. I can leave them out after this meeting. I’m incredibly bias.”

Mr. Kachmar: “I want to make sure we’re not disparaging anybody’s products or fields. What we are saying is we are making choices 

based on…we have state contracts we can take advantage of that maybe the city and the county don’t. But all of them are good usable
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fields according to people who play on them. I’m sure they were done within spec and all that. So, we are just making a 

choice based on the options available to us and the best pricing we can get.”

Mr. Kachmar: “One thing I wanted to mention though. Once we finalize our specs, we need to make sure we update 

our design guidelines, so that our architects are crystal clear about what our requirements are. Right now, they are 

general but as we go through this process, because this is going to be the template for multiple fields and complexes in 

the district, so we just need to make sure we do that as well.”

Mr. Boazman: “That is correct. In the data that Ross has mentioned, it has that safety analysis in that data if he brought 

the package that we were given yesterday. So, if anybody wanted to review that they can.”

Mr. Huttinga: “Jenkins High School as was mentioned earlier. We have our community meeting coming up tonight. In 

that community meeting we are really going to focus on the elevations and getting a sense of how the community feels 

about the different elevations that we have. Also, there is that survey online, so we are getting input from staff already. 

We also have the same elevation set up at Jenkins High School right now to get some of that student feedback as well. 

Savannah Arts. We are one hundred percent windows installed. I think I’ve said this before, but I was sitting in Mr. 

Lockley’s office the other day and I said it’s amazing you can’t hear the road. He’s loving it and the staff loves it”

Mrs. Wade: “It looks great from the exterior as well. Really.”

Mr. Huttinga: ‘Right now as of this week we are going to finish out all interior trim and paint. As soon as we are done 

with that you will see the blinds being installed and then we are done.”

Mrs. Wade: “I know we can’t have a ribbon cutting but it is a big project. It did get some press. Is there a way at the 

end to maybe just send a press release that we’ve done this? Maybe a quote from Mr. Lockley about how pleased his. I 

know they are just windows but oh Lord they were controversial. They look great. Once it’s done just maybe push 

something out publicly about it.”

Mr. Hetager: “Will do.”

Mrs. Wade: “Thank you.”

Mr. Huttinga: “Alright. Savannah CTAE. Things are going along great. Our interior cosmetology lab. We have drywall 

up and our first coat of paint on. We are looking at starting to look towards the finishing. Getting everything wrapped 

up. Both the ceiling and the addition on the outside will be coming along right after that. So, the way we are moving 

forward on the schedule is kind of finishing the inside and then moving out. Everything is on schedule and everything 

is going great on that one.”
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Capital Projects 

Mr. Ralston: “Our first project is the Johnson High School HVAC replacement. The contractor is currently 

proceeding with phase one of the work. Our next project is the eighty-eight renovations. This is phase two at the Stem 

Academy at Bartlett. We are working with purchasing to advertise the project. The design is completed, and I would 

anticipate this project to be advertised for contractor bids later this month. The next report is on the Marshpoint 

Elementary School tornado repairs. We are progressing with wing two repairs. Contractors are working to repair that 

wing and the portable classrooms are near completion. We have a final inspection scheduled for the first of next week 

for portable classrooms and we anticipate having those usable very soon. Finally, the security vestibules to report on. 

Good news on the Security Vestibules. We anticipate work to commence on the first school location next week and 

our second location we are currently processing purchase orders and executing contracts for our second location. Our 

second location will commence shortly thereafter.”

Mr. Kachmar: “Questions on that or any capital projects before we move on to maintenance and operations?”

Mr. Hall: “Where would the gym flooring come under?”

Mr. Kachmar: “Later in the presentation.”

Mrs. Miller-Kaigler: “There is a slide and we will go into detail. Before Mr. Jackson gets started while we are   

transitioning here. It was an oversight; I didn’t have the opportunity to introduce Dr. Slade Helmly who has joined    

the team. If I’m excited and smiling Dr. Helmly comes to us from Effingham County where he served the city. He is 

retired, and he wanted to come and work for us. 

Temporarily he is working. The State allowed him to work after retirement. He served as the Chief Operating Officer 

over their construction program in Effingham County, so we are excited to have Dr. Helmly with us.”

Mr. Kachmar: “Welcome aboard. Randy said really nice things about you and he said you didn’t have to pay him 

either. We are really glad you are here, and I will behave the rest of the meeting, so we don’t scare you away. Thank 

you.”

Mrs. Wade: “We are developing a new marketing strategy for retired professionals. It’s that SCCPSS is better than 

golfing.”
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Maintenance and Operations

Mr. Jackson: “Good morning. I have eight projects I’m going to review quickly this morning. The first project is the 

emergency transfer switch. The generators at Isle of Hope and Largo Tibet have been delivered and the contractor is 

currently installing the generators. We expect the generators to be installed and operational next week. These generators 

will connect to the coolers and refrigerators in the kitchen at each of those schools.”

“The next project is Myers. The roof and replacement over the locker rooms. The roofing portion of this project is 

complete, and it is water tight. Right now, the contractor is installing the gutters and down spouts and that portion of the 

project should be completed in the next two weeks.”

“The next project is the playground equipment replacement at Garden City, J.G. Smith, Largo Tibet, and Pulaski. All 

four-playground equipment’s have been installed. Mulch has been installed and the project is one-hundred percent 

complete. All punch-list have been completed. We are processing closing that document. Our next project is 

transportation. Roll-up door replacements. We are replacing twenty-eight doors. They were in pretty bad condition. We 

had a pretty good meeting on October 31, 2018. A bid opening for this project will be held today.”

Mrs. Hines: “Good, glad to hear that work is done.”

Mr. Jackson: “The mechanics are really happy too. The next project is Gadsden’s Solar Panel installation. I’m pleased to 

say that the panels are being installed. They were delivered last week, and the racking system is being installed. The 

contract right now is conducting underground boring.  That was completed earlier this week. He has been working over 

the weekend and they are running the conduit.  We expect the panel to be completely installed and connected to the 

electrical distribution system by the end of the month. We expect it to save between four and five percent on energy costs. 

This project is partially funded through a grant that we received from GPEA.

Mrs. Hall: “Mr. Kachmar. I would really like the public, Mr. Hetager, to be fully aware of this. I’d also like, Dr. Levett, 

for older students at Gadsden Elementary to be aware of this and if it could sometime be incorporated into their science at 

whatever level is appropriate. This is a big thing, so I think this is worthy of news. We won’t have a ribbon cutting there 

either for the solar panels, but I would like it noted.”

Dr. Levett: “Thank you Mrs. Hall for reminding us. It also allows us to reiterate that this solar panel at Gadsden is also a 

part of why it has been recognized our Green Ribbon School. There are certainly with that Green Ribbon School 

designation, a commit to incorporating all of these principles into their regular curriculum. So, you will hear them talking 

about and learning about why solar panels and energy conservation are a part of their regular curriculum. So, thank you 

for allowing us to share that. Then on another note Mrs. Wade made earlier. We are indeed wrapping up our conversations 

with the public about all the wonderful things happening. We have decided to do that by also making sure that those who 

are in the district know about what is happening, so they can all be good ambassadors.”
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“I do believe that we will be able to in the future communicate through all the public meetings all the great things 

happening. I invite each of you to be a part of that. Clearly operating a community that involves almost 50,000 people 

some of the news may escape individuals, but our intent is to communicate more widely. Not only what we are doing 

to improve but also the things that we are doing very well. So, thank you Mrs. Hall for giving us an opportunity to 

plug Gadsden Elementary and what’s happening there.”

Mr. Hetager: “If I could just add as well to that. We had the opportunity at the recent District Achievement Showcase 

to celebrate the great work of Gadsden Elementary there and the work that is being done to recognize them locally and 

for nomination of a Green Ribbon school in the national level. We hope that we get that designation. There is also a 

solar panel at Godley Station K-8, which also played a role in that school receiving a National Green Ribbon 

designation. So, we do plan on some publications here in the fall. I will give you an early precursor though. We do 

have another education insert that will be coming out and we have flagged this very story to go into that publication 

and we will share that widely and ensure that that news continues to be spread.”

Mr. Jackson: “The next project is the Savannah High Cooling Tower Replacement Project. We have completed the 

bidding of this project. It’s on the agenda for Board approval for the month of December. As part of this project we 

will also replace the circulating pumps, sure water pumps, and boiler pumps. The next project is the flooring 

replacement at Butler Elementary, Garden City, and Garrison Elementary. We have completed the flooring 

replacement abatement. We’ve installed the new floors. Garrison is one-hundred percent complete with a scrapping 

included. Right now, we are installing the swiping on the gymnasium floors at Garden City and Butler. The swiping 

should be completed next week. Phase two of this flooring replacement project. We are also going to replace eight 

additional floors as part of this project. We already completed the bid opening for the abatement and we are processing 

the award of the abatement. We’ve scheduled a pre-construction meeting on tomorrow and hopefully we start 

abatement next week.”

Mr. Kachmar: “Mrs. Miller-Kaigler, could you talk about why we are moving forward with phase two?”

Mrs. Miller-Kaigler: “Thank you Mr. Kachmar and thank you Mr. Jackson. Just to go back to bring you up to why we 

are at this point and why we are taking the action that we are taking. A number of months ago we had the opportunity 

to review some news footage from Beaufort County. As a result of some testing they identified low levels of mercury 

in some of their gym floors. So, as a school district with older schools, when certain materials were permissible and 

allowable at that time.”
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We made the decision to test our floors at those schools that have the rubberized gyms. They completed the first phase as you heard 

Mr. Jackson make reference to completing that. We have had the abatement test results. First of all, we brought in a professional to test 

every one of the floors. We received the results. It was not recommended but provided us with some remedial efforts. We made the

decision we wanted to do what was in the best interest of our students, staff, and our community. We made the full decision to fully 

abate. To remove them and replace those floors.”

“Phase two was the remaining floors with rubberized gyms. Those test results were returned to us. We made the decision again in the 

best interest of the District to replace those floors that were identified with those low levels of mercury vapor. We just thought it was in 

our best interest to ensure the safety of students, staff, and the community, to fully abate, remove them, and replace them. That’s 

what’s happening in phase two. Regardless of what those levels are, we made the recommendation to the Superintendent that we 

remove and replace those floors.”

“It was recommended in the reports that we run the AC at a certain temperature, we make sure the coils are clean, and we respect that. 

But it was our recommendation just based on the safety of our students. We’ve had no reason to be alarmed. We’ve not had any alerts 

of any problems, but we did not want to keep those floors in our schools. So, once the report was finalized and submitted, we made the 

decision to make the recommendation to have them replaced. The reports are public information and they are on our website. As soon 

as we received them, we took immediate action and developed a course of protocol. Our custodians know how to manage those floors

right now until they are fully removed and replaced. We are working with the middle schools as we come up on volleyball and 

basketball season to be able to use some of their sister schools for practice. We are hoping because we completed the solicitation 

process for the abatement, we want to be able to get those floors abated while we are out of school next week.”

“Then we will be moving into the final phase of having them replaced. We are working with athletics to make sure that those schools 

do not necessarily lose any time. We are looking at scheduling with some of the sister schools for that purpose. Priority one is having 

them abated, removed, and replaced.”

Mr. Kachmar: “Thank you.”

Mr. Jackson: “The final project is replacing the rooftop units at Hubert and Southwest Middle School. We are replacing five rooftop 

units at each school in the gymnasium, media center, cafeteria, and over the administration building. We’ve finished advertisement and 

purchasing is now preparing both projects for advertising. Are there any questions?”

Mr. Kachmar: “Questions? Unbelievably it’s not even 10:00 A.M., so I’m going to come up with some discussion points. Thank
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you all for an efficient meeting for our facilities group. You all do a great job and our finance group as well, so thank you

for all you do. We are not going to meet again until January. We don’t have a meeting scheduled yet but when we do have 

one, we will post it on our website. Everybody have a happy and safe holiday season and we will see you in 2019. I want 

to end with specifically thanking Ms. Jones for her service on this committee.”

Ms. Jones: “It has been a pleasure working with this committee, but you will be seeing me in the future.”

Mr. Kachmar: “I have no doubt that we will. You’ve done a great job not only for the District but for your District as well. So,

thank you for your work on this committee. Also, Mr. Lower, thank you for your service as well. We appreciate in particular all 

your input on the budget and looking at our data and prioritizing our work. So, with that, I’m sure I forgot somebody else but if 

I did, I apologize it’s entirely my fault. Have a great Thanksgiving and holiday season and we will see you in 2019.”

Capital Projects/Maintenance: Other Updates 

• Johnson High School HVAC Replacement: Currently Mock Plumbing Mechanical is our contractor and they are 

progressing with phase one of the work. 

• ADA Renovations Phase II Stem Academy at Bartlett: Phase II will consist of the remaining 13 restrooms. This 

project also includes adding a new sign monument with a digital display board. Currently the architect has 

completed the design. Received GADOE approval. We will be working with Purchasing to advertise the project.

• Marshpoint Elementary School Tornado Repair Update: The design for wing two is completed and approved by the 

State and Chatham County. Permits have been issued. Construction has started preliminary work this week. 

Portable classrooms near completion. 

• Security Vestibules: Constructed at 41 school locations. Architectural design completed and GADOE approval has 

been received for six school locations. 

• Emergency Transfer Switch/ Generator: Project will install 3 emergency transfer switches and a natural gas 

generator. Notice to proceed provided. 
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• Myers Middle School Roof Replacement /Locker Rooms is complete. Contractor is installing gutters and 

downspouts. 

• Garden City Playground Replacement: Playground at Largo Tibet and Jacob G. Smith is complete.  Garden 

City and Pulaski playground installation is 100% complete. 

• Transportation Replace Roll-up Doors:  Replacing 28 roll-up doors. The bid opening will be held November 15, 

2018.

• Savannah High School Cooling Tower: The bid opening and currently Purchasing is processing the contract 

documents.

• Gadsden ES Solar Panel Installation: The solar panels and racking system have been ordered. 

• Butler, Garden City and Garrison Gymnasium Floor Replacement. The rubberized flooring has been removed. 

Now installing the new VCT flooring panels at Butler and Garden City. Rubber flooring installation and 

stripping for Garrison is scheduled November 15, 2018.

• Hubert and Southwest Middle School Roof Top Unit Replacement: The roof replacement is currently in the 

design phase. The design is scheduled to be completed this month. 

Mr. Kachmar: “ Next meeting date will be determined at a later date.” 

The meeting adjourned at 9:57 a.m. 
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ESPLOST I: $293,508,961.49
(60 of 60 Months Received)

ESPLOST II: $336,183,196.11
(60 of 60 Months Received)

ESPLOST III: $6,491,661.28 for January 2019
$160,024,138.42 

(25 of 60 Months Received)
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Expenditures Proceeds Variance Cash on Hand

2017 $10,165,132 $73,982,074 $63,816,942 $63,816,942

2018 $20,881,783 $86,266,818 $65,385,035 $129,201,977

2019 $84,997,606 $84,289,743 -$707,863 $128,494,113

2020 $128,499,298 $77,468,300 -$51,030,998 $77,463,115

2021 $129,607,866 $81,137,457 -$48,470,409 $28,992,706

2022 $49,275,827 $5,986,579 -$43,289,248 -$14,296,542

$423,427,513 $409,130,971 -$14,296,542
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❑ Long Term Strategy to off-set negative cash flow

 Re-Configuration for Groves/Mercer/Gould

 Capital Outlay Opportunities in HVAC, roofs, 

modifications

 Additional Proceeds – ESPLOST & Interest

 Unallocated Funds

 $15-$20M potential for additional funds/lower costs
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❑ Upcoming Activities
 Construction of White Bluff ES
 Continue design for New Hampstead K-8
 Site layout approval for Woodville Tompkins
 Bid Islands Athletic Complex
 Continue design for Jenkins HS
 Continue construction for Savannah HS CTAE 
 Continue design for Beach HS Auditorium
 Groves campus master planning/programming
 Update program schedules, budgets and cash flow
 Continue development of renovation project scopes
 Continue with outreach/WMBE – Vendors update 

meeting
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❑ Build New Gould Elementary School

 Replacement School 650 FTE

❑ Build New K-8 on Groves site

 New School 1000 FTE

❑ Build New Groves HS on Groves site

 New School 1000 FTE

❑ Total Budget $128,061,000
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❑ Extension for use of Port Wentworth ES was 
granted

❑ New Hampstead K-8 opening August 2021

❑ Goal to lower district Facility Condition Index 
(FCI)

❑ Groves Campus is 43 acres including Garden City 
Stadium, with major roadway, which limits site 
layout

❑ District below GDOE capacity, no Capital Outlay 
Funding for new schools
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Provide new Groves High School and new Gould 

Elementary School along with new K-8 classrooms to 

alleviate the overcrowding conditions on the west 

side, satisfy the goals of ESPLOST and reduce costs 

to off-set reduction in proceeds.

Evaluation

Can we configure the Groves site to support a K-12 

on the existing site? 
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❑ New building is programmed at 384,019 sf with 

additional 50,000 sf CTAE building

1400 FTE K-8; 83 IU

1000 FTE 9-12; 54 IU

❑ Total project cost including all fees, construction, 

athletic facilities, FF&E, technology and 

contingency is $118,000,000

❑ Will require MOU with City of Garden City for 

land/roadway improvements
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❑ Groves HS moves to new building for start on 
August 2023

❑ Gould ES moves to new K-12 for start on August 
2023; building is re-proposed or sold

❑ Mercer ES moves to new K-12 for start on August 
2023; site is included in MOU with city

❑ New Hampstead K-8 open to accommodate 1500 
FTE

❑ Redistrict to alleviate overcrowding at Godley 
Station
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❑ Design Status/Issues

 Design vs Program Size

❑ Summer 2019 Work

 New Parking

 Modulars

 Auditorium to Cafeteria

 Weight Lifting Renovations

 Prepare Site for Demolition
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❑ Bids Due February 21 – Award March Board meeting

❑ Artificial Turf – Under Evaluation – Award March 

Board meeting

❑ Field lighting – Georgia Power Contract

❑ Sponsorships 
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CONTRACT AMOUNT EXPENDED

Design Professional

Buckley & Associates $892,035 $659,163

TQ Constructors $18,177,625 $0

PROJECT

DATES

SCHEDULE

START

ACTUAL

START

SCHEDULE

FINISH

ACTUAL

FINISH

Design Jan

2018

Jan

2018

Aug 

2018

Oct

2018

Contractor

Solicitation

Oct

2018

Nov

2018

Jan

2018

Jan

2018

Construction Jan

2019

Feb

2019

June

2020

LMWBE SUMMARY
PERCENTAGE

LOCAL                     MWBE

Design Professional 100%

Construction

CURRENT ACTIVITIES 

▪ Contractor Mobilization

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

▪ Below grade demolition

❑Project Manager: Brett Lundy

❑Funding Source: ESPLOST III

❑Building Constructed: 1957             Age: 61
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Local Non-Local Local Non-Local

James W Buckley and 

Associates, Inc.

7 East Congress Street

Savannah, GA 31401

Design 

Professional 892,035$            44% $394,955

Complete Demolition 

Services

419 B Castleman Road

Carrollton, GA 30116

Demo 

Contractor 190,000$            85% 161,600$      

TQ Constructors

 1145 East Hiawatha 

Street Metter, GA 30439 GC 18,177,625$       0%

Total 394,955$      161,600$      -$              -$              

 Contract 

Amount Firm Address Role

Non-MWBE MWBE %  

Complete 

Summary thru January 31, 2019
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CONTRACT AMOUNT EXPENDED

Design Professional

Cogdell Mendrala

$187,242 $170,086

Construction Professional

Dabbs-Williams

$2,767,826 $2,128,210

PROJECT

DATES

SCHEDULE

START

ACTUAL

START

SCHEDULE

FINISH

ACTUAL

FINISH

Design May

2017

May

2017

Oct

2017

Nov

2017

Contractor

Solicitation

Dec

2017

Jan

2018

Feb

2018

Mar

2018

Construction Mar

2018

April

2018

Mar

2019

LMWBE SUMMARY
PERCENTAGE

LOCAL                     MWBE

Design Professional 100% 77%

Construction 71% 12%

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

• Landscaping

• Cosmetology furniture

• Electrical and plumbing trim 

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

• HVAC start-up

• Ceiling tiles

• Finishes

❑Project Manager: Brett Lundy

❑Funding Source: ESPLOST III

❑Building Constructed: 1998           Age:20
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Local Non-Local Local Non-Local

Cogdell Mendrala 

Architects

517 East Congress St

Savannah, GA 31401

Design 

Professional 156,899$            81% 127,444$      

Dunham Enterprises

PO Box 143

Ludowici, GA 31316 Sitework 165,900$            96% 158,955$       

Allgood Pest 

Solutions

PO Box 891

Dublin, GA 31404

Termite 

Treatment 1,200$                100% 1,200$           

Pine Hollow Nursery

30567 Hwy 23 North

Metter, GA 30439 Landscaping 21,000$              0% -$              

Family Concrete 

Services

153 Mallory Road

Reidsville, GA 30453 Concrete Labor 48,545$              100% 48,545$        

Big Bend Rebar

1 Corporate Court

Quincey, FL 32353 Reinforcing 31,800$              100% 31,800$         

Southeast Ready Mix

PO Box 7057

Savannah, GA 31418 Concrete & Grout 52,400$              73% 38,190$      

Ram Tool

205 Telfair Road

Savannah, GA 31415 Accessories 20,200$              71% 14,400$      

Southeastern Cast 

Products

18913 Hwy 80 East

Brooklet, GA 30415 Cast Stone 8,500$                100% 8,500$           

Ken Brick

18853 US Hwy 80 

East CMU & Brick 75,449$              100% 75,449$         

J&J Masonry

600 Demre Street

Hinesville, GA 31313 Mason 192,755$            100% 192,755$      

 Contract 

Amount Firm Address Role

Expended to Date

Non-MWBE MWBE %  

Complete 

Summary thru January 31, 2019
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Blue Steel

1040 E. Hiawatha St

Metter, GA 30439 Steel 97,240$              100% 97,240$         

Bonitz of Georgia

PO Box 22398

Savannah, GA 31403

Roofing/Drywall/

ACT 283,000$            78% 220,900$    

Ricks Glass

105 Bainbridge St

Dublin ,GA 31021 Windows 26,030$              100% 26,030$         

Overhead Door 

Company of 

Savannah

129 Airport Park Dr

Savannah, GA 31408 Overhead Doors 13,200$              0%

Miller Painting

PO Box 23267

Savannah, GA 31403 Painting 39,400$              82% 32,410$      

Rucker Flooring

1646 Highway 21

Swansea, SC 29130 Flooring 36,000$              41% 14,845$         

Airgas USA

200 W Chataham Rd

Savannah, GA 31408 Equipment 43,000$              0%

Jake Patrick & Son 

Plumbing

240 Heidt Road

Guyton, GA 31312 Plumbing 182,800$            51% 92,600$         

Champion Fire 

Protection

825 Wheaton Street

Savannah, GA 31401 Fire Sprinkler 47,700$              94% 44,600$         

Edge Air 

Conditioning

PO Box 80

Pooler, GA 31322 HVAC 296,396$            91% 269,115$       

All Electric

PO Box 6238

Savannah, GA 31414 Electrical 209,777$            92% 192,480$       

Dabbs-Williams

7 Mall Court, Suite A

Savannah, GA 31406 GC 965,352$            85% 825,000$       

3,014,543$         305,900$    1,837,814$    127,444$      241,300$      

Summary thru January 31, 2019
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❑ Project Newsletters

❑ Vendor Update Meeting – February 7
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❑ Johnson High School HVAC Replacement

❑ ADA Renovations Phase II STEM Academy at Bartlett

❑ ADA Renovations Phase II Windsor Forest High School

❑ Marshpoint Elementary School Update

❑ Security Vestibules  
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CONTRACT AMOUNT EXPENDED

Design Professional

Chatham Engineering

$225,030 $182,589

Construction Professional

Mock Plumbing/Mechanical

$2,900,771 $619,894

PROJECT

DATES

SCHEDULE

START

ACTUAL

START

SCHEDULE

FINISH

ACTUAL

FINISH

Design Sept

2017

Sept

2017

Dec

2017

Dec

2017

Contractor

Solicitation

Jan

2018

Jan

2018

Apr

2018

Apr 

2018

Construction Jun

2018

Jul

2018

Aug

2019

LMWBE SUMMARY
PERCENTAGE

LOCAL                     MWBE

Design Professional 100% 0%

Construction 100% 0%

CURRENT ACTIVITIES 

▪ Contractor issued notice to proceed.

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

▪ Contractor mobilized onsite and 

progressing with Phase I work. 

❑Project Manager: Kevin Ralston 

❑Funding Source: ESPLOST III 

❑Building Constructed: 2000        Age: 19 yrs.
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Local Non-Local Local Non-Local

Chatham Engineering

109 Park of Commerce Dr., 

Suite 6 Savannah, GA 31405 Design Professional 225,030$         80% 182,589$      

Mock Plumbing & Mech

PO Box 22456          

Savannah, GA 31403 Contractor 2,900,771$      21% 619,894$      

Total 3,125,801$      25% 802,483$      

 Contract 

Amount Firm Address Role

Expended to Date

Non-MWBE MWBE %  

Complete 

Summary thru January 31, 2019
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CONTRACT AMOUNT EXPENDED

Design Professional

Barnard Architects

$66,820 $46,774

Construction Professional $349,460

PROJECT

DATES

SCHEDULE

START

ACTUAL

START

SCHEDULE

FINISH

ACTUAL

FINISH

Design May

2018

May

2018

Sept

2018

Sept 

2018

Contractor

Solicitation

Oct

2018

Oct  

2018

Dec

2018

Jan 

2019

Construction Feb

2019

Dec

2019

LMWBE SUMMARY
PERCENTAGE

LOCAL                     MWBE

Design Professional 100% 0%

Construction 100%        0%

CURRENT ACTIVITIES 

▪ Design of project is completed.

▪ Contractor pre-bid meeting held 1/3/19

▪ Contractor bids received 1/17/19

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

▪ Executing contract with CNB 

Construction

❑Project Manager: Kevin Ralston 

❑Funding Source: ESPLOST II 

❑Building Constructed: 1962         Age: 56 yrs 
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Local Non-Local Local Non-Local

Barnard Architects 

220 East Hall Street, 

Savannah, GA 31401 Design Professional 66,820$       70% 46,774$        

CNB Construction

6 Lakeshore Court Savannah, 

GA 31419 Contractor 349,460$     0% -$              

Total 416,280$     11% 46,774$        -$              -$              -$              

 Contract 

Amount Firm Address Role

Expended to Date

Non-MWBE MWBE %  

Complete 

Summary thru January  31, 2019
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CONTRACT AMOUNT EXPENDED

Design Professional

Buckley Architects

$31,800

Construction Professional

PROJECT

DATES

SCHEDULE

START

ACTUAL

START

SCHEDULE

FINISH

ACTUAL

FINISH

Design Apr

2019

July

2019

Contractor

Solicitation

Aug

2019

Nov

2018

Construction Dec

2019

July

2020

LMWBE SUMMARY
PERCENTAGE

LOCAL                     MWBE

Design Professional 100% 0%

Construction

CURRENT ACTIVITIES 

▪ Received design fee proposal from 

Buckley Architects.

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

▪ Executing design contract with 

Buckley Architects.

❑Project Manager: Kevin Ralston 

❑Funding Source: ESPLOST II 

❑Building Constructed: 1962         Age: 57 yrs 
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❑Project Manager: Kevin Ralston 

❑ Architect/Engineer design completed for Wing 2.

❑ GADOE and Chatham County have approved 

Architect/Engineer design and have issued 

permits/approval. 

❑ Construction activity for Wing 2 has started and 

work is progressing.

❑ Structural repairs completed. Interior work 

progressing.

❑ Wing 2 repairs scheduled to be completed 

4/15/2019.   
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❑ Security vestibules to be constructed at 41 school locations.

❑ SCCPSS architectural designs completed and GADOE approval has been 
received for six school locations:

 Two high schools

 Two middle schools 

 Two elementary schools

❑ Designs for three school locations are in progress.

❑ Contractors progressing with construction of security vestibules at two 
school locations.

❑ Executing construction contract for two school locations.

❑ Executing design contract for security vestibules at 2 school locations. 
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CONTRACT AMOUNT EXPENDED

Design Professional

Rosser

$14,400 $13,000

Construction Professional

Holland & Holland

$142,625 $142,625

PROJECT

DATES

SCHEDULE

START

ACTUAL

START

SCHEDULE

FINISH

ACTUAL

FINISH

Design Oct

2017

Oct

2017

Jan

2018

Jan

2018

Contractor

Solicitation

Mar 

2018

Apr

2018

Apr

2018

May

2018

Construction Jul

2018

Aug

2018

Feb

2019

LMWBE SUMMARY
PERCENTAGE

LOCAL                     MWBE

Design Professional

Rosser

100%

Construction

Holland & Holland

100%

CURRENT ACTIVITIES 

▪ Project to install 3 emergency transfer 

switches and a natural gas generator at 

Oglethorpe, IOH, Largo-Tibet and 

Gould Elementary has been completed.

❑Project Manager: Arnold Jackson

❑Funding Source: 308

❑Building Constructed: Age:

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

▪ Manufacturers start up is set for 2-1-

19.

▪ Processing closeout documents.
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Local Non-Local Local Non-Local

Rosser

22 Park of Commerce 

Drive   Savannah, Ga. 

Design 

Professional $14,400 90% 13,000$   

Holland & Holland

1863 Hodges Rd. 

Hinesville , Ga. 31313 Contractor $142,625 100% $142,625

Total $157,025 $155,625 $0 $0 -$             

 Contract 

Amount Firm Address Role

Expended to Date

Non-MWBE MWBE %  

Complete 

Summary thru January 31, 2019
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CONTRACT AMOUNT EXPENDED

Design Professional

Rosser

$ 13,000 $10,350

Construction Professional

Advanced Door Systems

$146,382.33

PROJECT

DATES

SCHEDULE

START

ACTUAL

START

SCHEDULE

FINISH

ACTUAL

FINISH

Design May

2018

May

2018

July

2018

July

2018

Contractor

Solicitation

Oct

2018

Oct

2018

Nov

2018

Nov

2018

Construction Jan

2019

Apr

2019

LMWBE SUMMARY
PERCENTAGE

LOCAL                     MWBE

Design Professional

Rosser

100%

Construction

Advanced Door Systems Inc.

100%

CURRENT ACTIVITIES 

▪ Pre-construction meeting, ordering of 

materials and approval of submittals.

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

▪ Delivery of garage doors.

▪ Install of electrical service to bay 

doors.

❑Project Manager: Arnold Jackson

❑Funding Source: 308 

❑Building Constructed:   1959             Age:59
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Local Non-Local Local Non-Local

Rosser

22 Park of Commerce 

Drive   Savannah, Ga. 

Design 

Professional $13,000 100% 10,350$   

Advanced Door 

Systems,Inc. 

106 Sharon Court 

Pooler,Ha. 31322 Contractor $146,382.33

Total $159,382 $10,350 $0 $0 -$             

 Contract 

Amount Firm Address Role

Expended to Date

Non-MWBE MWBE %  

Complete 

Summary thru January 31, 2019
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CONTRACT AMOUNT EXPENDED

Design Professional

Dulohery Weeks Engineering

$9,000 $9,000

Construction Professional

Alternative Energy Southeast

$96,000 $96,000

PROJECT

DATES

SCHEDULE

START

ACTUAL

START

SCHEDULE

FINISH

ACTUAL

FINISH

Design May

2018

May

2018

June

2018

June

2018

Contractor

Solicitation

June

2018

June

2018

July

2018

Aug

2018

Construction Sept

2018

Oct

2018

Nov

2018

Jan

2019

LMWBE SUMMARY
PERCENTAGE

LOCAL                     MWBE

Design Professional

Dulohery Weeks Engineering

100%

Construction

CURRENT ACTIVITIES 

▪ Racking system, solar panels and 

energy monitoring is 100% complete.

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

❑Project Manager: Arnold Jackson

❑Funding Source: 

❑Building Constructed: 2010              Age: 8
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Local Non-Local Local Non-Local

Dulohery Weeks 

Engineering

7402 Hodgson Memorial 

Drive Suite 100 Savannah, 

Ga. 31406

Design 

Professional $9,000 100% 9,000$    

Alternative Energy 

Southeast,Inc.
160 Collins Industrial Blvd. 

Athens, ga 30601 Contractor $96,000 100% 96,000$        

Total $105,000 $9,000 $96,000 $0 -$           

 Contract 

Amount Firm Address Role

Expended to Date

Non-MWBE MWBE % 

Complete 

Summary thru January 31, 2019
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CONTRACT AMOUNT EXPENDED

Design Professional

Chatham Engineering

$10,450 $8,350

Construction Professional

Southeastern Air Conditioning

$220,000

PROJECT

DATES

SCHEDULE

START

ACTUAL

START

SCHEDULE

FINISH

ACTUAL

FINISH

Design May

2018

May

2018

July

2018

July

2018

Contractor

Solicitation

Sept

2018

Sept

2018

Oct

2018

Oct

2018

Construction Jan

2019

Jan

2019

Mar

2019

LMWBE SUMMARY
PERCENTAGE

LOCAL                     MWBE

Design Professional

Chatham Engineering

100%

Construction

Southeastern Air Conditioning

100%

CURRENT ACTIVITIES 

▪ Pre-construction meeting, approval of 

submittals and ordering cooling tower.

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

▪ Delivery of cooling tower and 

pumps.

▪ Cooling tower will be installed 

during spring break.

❑Project Manager: Arnold Jackson

❑Funding Source: 

❑Building Constructed: 1998          Age: 20
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Local Non-Local Local Non-Local

Chatham Engineering

109 Park of Commerce 

Drive  Savannah, Ga. 

Design 

Professionals $10,450 100% 8,350$     

Southeastern Air 

Conditioning

5515 Export Blvd. 

Savannah, Ga. 31408 Contractor $220,000.00

Total $230,450 $8,350 $0 $0 -$             

 Contract 

Amount Firm Address Role

Expended to Date

Non-MWBE MWBE %  

Complete 

Summary thru January 31, 2019
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CONTRACT AMOUNT EXPENDED

Design Professional

GEL Engineering

$7,045 $7,045

Construction Professional

Savannah Abatement

United Grounds Services

Continental Floor

Rubber Flooring System

$620,278 $157,888

PROJECT

DATES

SCHEDULE

START

ACTUAL

START

SCHEDULE

FINISH

ACTUAL

FINISH

Design Sept

2018

Sept

2018

Sept

2018

Sept

2018

Contractor

Solicitation

Sept

2018

Sept

2018

Oct

2018

Nov

2018

Construction Oct

2018

Oct

2018

Feb 

2019

LMWBE SUMMARY
PERCENTAGE

LOCAL                     MWBE

Design Professional

Construction

Savannah Abatement,  LLC

100%

CURRENT ACTIVITIES 

▪ VCT is being completed at Gould, 

Marshpoint and White Bluff Swing.

▪ Rubber flooring installation at SWMS, 

Georgetown and Hubert. Bartlett STEM 

is ongoing.

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

▪ Install of VCT at East Broad.

▪ Striping of flooring at the middle 

schools and K-8.

❑Project Manager: Arnold Jackson

❑Funding Source: 

❑Building Constructed:2012,’96,’92  Age:20
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Local Non-Local Local Non-Local

GEL Engineering

2040 Savage Road 

Charleston, SC 29407 Contractor $7,045 100% 7,045$             

Savannah Abatement, LLC

1110 Atlantic Ave.  

Savannah, Ga. 31401 Contractor $88,344 100% 88,344$   

United Grounds 

Maintenance Services Inc.

31 Jay Boy Lane 

Glennvile, Ga. 31405 Contractor $6,601 100% 9,444$            

Continental Floor

9319 N. 94th Way Ste. 

1000 Scottsdale, Az 

85258 Contractor $7,060.00 100% 7,060$             

Rubber Flooring System

375 Columbis Memorial 

Pkwy. Kemah, TX 77565 Contractor $53,040.00 100% 53,040$         

Savannah Abatement, LLC

1110 Atlantic Ave.  

Savannah, Ga. 31401

Contractor-  Phase 

2 $205,412.50

Continental Floor

9319 N. 94th Way Ste. 

1000 Scottsdale, Az 

85258

Contractor-   

Phase 2 $13,886.24

United Grounds 

Maintenance Services Inc.

31 Jay Boy Lane 

Glennvile, Ga. 31405

Contractor-   

Phase 2 21,952$            

Dynamic Sports 

Construction

301  Sonny Drive 

Leander,TX 78671

Contractor-   

Phase 2 223,982$         

Total $627,323 $0 $76,589 $88,344 -$             

 Contract 

Amount Firm Address Role

Expended to Date

Non-MWBE MWBE %  

Complete 

Summary thru January 31, 2019
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CONTRACT AMOUNT EXPENDED

Design Professional

Chatham Engineering

$18,000 $13,500

Construction Professional

PROJECT

DATES

SCHEDULE

START

ACTUAL

START

SCHEDULE

FINISH

ACTUAL

FINISH

Design Aug

2018

Aug

2018

Oct

2018

Oct

2018

Contractor

Solicitation

Nov

2018

Nov

2018

Dec

2018

Dec

2018

Construction Feb

2019

Apr

2019

LMWBE SUMMARY
PERCENTAGE

LOCAL                     MWBE

Design Professional

Chatham Engineering

100%

Construction

CURRENT ACTIVITIES 

▪ Processing contract documents.

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

▪ Pre-construction meeting, ordering 

of materials and approval of 

submittals.

❑Project Manager: Randy West

❑Funding Source: 308 

❑Building Constructed:1960/1998  Age: 58/20
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Local Non-Local Local Non-Local

Chatham Engineering
109 Park of Commerce 

Drive  Savannah, Ga. 

Design 

Professionals $18,000 75% 13,500$  

Total $18,000 $13,500 $0 $0 -$           

 Contract 

Amount Firm Address Role

Expended to Date

Non-MWBE MWBE % 

Complete 

Summary thru January 31, 2019
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CONTRACT AMOUNT EXPENDED

Design Professional

Chatham Engineering

$15,300 $5,350

Construction Professional $117,750

PROJECT

DATES

SCHEDULE

START

ACTUAL

START

SCHEDULE

FINISH

ACTUAL

FINISH

Design Apr

2018

Apr

2018

May

2018

May

2018

Contractor

Solicitation

Nov

2018

Dec

2018

Dec

2018

Dec

2018

Construction May

2019

June

2019

LMWBE SUMMARY
PERCENTAGE

LOCAL                     MWBE

Design Professional

Chatham Engineering

100%

Construction

CURRENT ACTIVITIES 

▪ Pre-construction meeting w/design 

professional and  contractor  held  on  

1-28-19.

UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

▪ Project is scheduled to start 5-20-19.

❑Project Manager: Randy West

❑Funding Source: 308 

❑Building Constructed:  1951           Age: 67
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Local Non-Local Local Non-Local

Chatham Engineering

109 Park of Commerce 

Drive  Savannah, Ga. 

Design 

Professionals $15,300 50% 5,350$     

Waters Mechanical 

Inc.

P.O  Box 23 802 Walter 

L. Dasher Rd. 

Glenville , Ga. 30427 Contractor $117,750.00

Total $133,050 $5,350 $0 $0 -$             

 Contract 

Amount Firm Address Role

Expended to Date

Non-MWBE MWBE %  

Complete 

Summary thru January 31, 2019




